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ABSTRACT 
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Bijections For Partition Identities 
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Dr. Aaron Meyerowitz 

Master of Science 

1992 

This paper surveys work of the last few years on construction of bijections for 

partition identities. We use the more general setting of sieve--equivalent families. 

Suppose A1' ... ,An are subsets of a finite set A and B1' ... ,Bn are subsets of a finite 

set B. Define As = n A. and Bs = n B. for all S~N={l, ... , n}. Given explicit . s I . s I IE IE 

bijections fs : As .... Bs for each S~N, A-uAi has the same size as B-uBi. Several 

authors have given algorithms for producing an explicit bijection between these two 

sets. In certain important cases they give the same result. We discuss and 

compare algorithms, use Graph Theory to illustrate them, and provide PAS CAL 

programs for them. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

We consider three algorithms, the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm, the 

Gordon algorithm, and the 0' Hara algorithm, which produce bijections between 

two families of partitions. In this paper, we shall explain these three algorithms, 

illustrate them with some examples, and compare them. We also provide PASCAL 

programs for the first two. In this chapter, we give a slightly more general setting 

(sieve-equivalent families) and then describe the history of these bijections. 

1.1 The Definition Of Sieve-Equivalence 

Let A be a finite set with subsets A1, ... ,An. For all S~N = {1, 2, ... , n}, let 

As = n A .. We shall consider the empty intersection AA. to be A. Define a new . s 1 '+' 1E 
n 

subset of A, A0, to be A- i~ 1 Ai, then A0 n Ai = ¢for i=1, ... , n. Thus A0 ~ A¢. 

Consider the question: what is I A0 I? To answer this question we may use the 

principle of inclusion- exclusion. 

n 
I A0 I = I A - u A.l 

. 1 1 
1= 

n n 
= IAI- ~ IA· I + ~ IA.nA.I- ... +(-1) IA1 nA2 n ... nA 1 

i=l 1 i<j~n 1 J n 

= IA¢1- ~ lAs I+ ~ lAs I- ... + ~ (-1)1SIIAsl 
Is I =1 Is I =2 Is I =n 

= ~ (-1)ISIIAsl 
S~N 
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Now let A and B be two finite sets and A= {A1, ... , An}, ~= {B1' ... ,Bn} be 

families of subsets of A and B respectively. We say that the families A and ~are 

sieve-equivalent if for all 2n subsets S~N = {1, 2, .. . , n}, I As I = I Bs 1- As we 

just saw, IA01 = E (-1)1SIIAsl; similarly we have IB01 = E (-1)ISIIBsl · 
S~N S~N 

Then I A0 I = I B0 I because A and ~ are sieve-equivalent families such that 

I Sl I Sl 
E {-1) IAsl = E {-1) IBsl · 
S~N S~N 

1.2 Bijections For Sieve-Equivalent Families 

How can we actually show that two families A and ~are sieve-equivalent? 

We must have I As I = I Bs I for all S. An easy way to have this is to have a 

bijection fs : As -+ Bs for each S~N. Then the families are indeed sieve-€quivalent 

so I A0 I = I B0 I· Thus there surely are bijections f0 : A0 -+ B0. Our goal in this 

paper is to construct such bijections using the composition of the bijections fs for 

SeN and their inverses. 

1.3 A Classical Example 

A famous partition identity due to Euler states: The number of partitions of m 

into odd parts equals the number of partitions of m into unequal parts. We prefer 

to restate this as: The number of partitions of m with no even parts is equal to the 

number of partitions of m with no repeated parts. 

We will prove this partition identity using sieve-equivalent families. We will 

take A = B = {all partitions of m} and find n and A1, ... , An, B1, ... , Bn, with 

I As I = I Bs I, and define bijections fs : As-+ Bs, V S~N. Let Ai be the set of all 

partitions of m containing the even part {2i), and let n = l~J, then 
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A= { Ai I i=1 , ... ,n } and A0 = A- ~Ai consists of partitions of m with no even 
1 

parts. 

Similarly, let Bi = { partitions of m containing repeated part (i,i) }, then 

$= { B. l i=1 , ... ,n} and B0 = B-UB. consists of partitions of m with no repeated 
1 . 1 

1 

parts. 

Now, for each As, can we find a bijection fs which maps the elements of As 

onto the elements of Bs in a 1-1 manner? Note that for a partition of m with an 

even part (2i), by changing (2i) to (i,i), we still have a partition of m. Thus we 

define fs : As-+ Bs in this way : given pEAs with the part (2i) for each iES, fs (p) is 

p with (2i) replaced by (i,i) once for each iES. At times we will view partitions as 

multisets of integers and write this asp- {2i} + {i,i}. 

An example may help. Consider partitions p1 = {3,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10} and 

p2 = {4,5,6,6,7,8,9,10} and fs for S = {3,4}. To avoid clutter we will write f34 and 

not f{ 3,4}, we follow this convention from now on. We can easily see that 

f34(p1) = {3,3,4,5,3,3,7,4,4,9,10}, but does f34(p2) = {4,5,3,3,6,7,4,4,9,10} or 

{ 4,5,3,3,3,3,7,4,4,9,10} ? Remember that fs should be a bijection from As onto Bs. 

If f34(p2) is {4,5,3,3,3 ,3,7,4,4,9,10} then f34 is not one-to-one because 

f34(p2) = f34(p1). This explains how fs acts from As to Bs; that is, fs changes (2i) 

to (i,i) only once for each iES. 

We see that the families A and $are sieve-equivalent since I As I = I Bs I = 

the number of partitions of ( m- E 2i ). Hence it is trivial for us to conclude that 
iES 

the number of partitions of m without even parts is equal to the number of 

partitions of m without repeated parts, I A0 I = I B0 I· Thus, we know there are 

bijections from A0 to B0. We have yet to see how we can explicitly specify such a 

bijection f0. 
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1.4 History 

The Euler identity is the best known of many classical and recent partition 

identities involving partitions with forbidden sub parts. Some of these have proofs 

using generating functions or other methods which do not produce an explicit 

bijection. Various bijections were known in other cases. 

In [1], Garsia and Milne gave an algorithm for producing a bijection in general 

settings. They used what they called signed bijections. Then, in [2], Remmel used 

the Garsia-Milne method to provide bijective proofs for many known bijection 

identities which can be described using sieve-equivalent families. In many cases, his 

bijection was the same as a classical one. Remmel's results apply to any 

sieve-equivalent family of subsets of two sets. 

In [3], Wilf gave a more general setting for interesting combinatorial use of 

sieve-equivalence called prefabs. These consist of structures made up of primitive 

objects. For example, just as a partition is a multiset of integers, a rooted forest 

can be considered a multiset of rooted trees. He showed that the 

Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm applies in this setting as well. 

In [4), Gordon observed that the order of the members of the two 

sieve-equivalent families can affect the bijection given by the Garsia

Milne-Remmel algorithm and gave another algorithm which is order independent. 

The Garsia-Milne-Remmel and Gordon algorithms are complicated methods and 

often give same final bijection. 

In [5], 0 'Hara explained the fact that the Garsia-Milne-Remmel and Gordon 

algorithms give the same result in many cases by showing that in an important sub 

case, which we call sieve-equivalent families defined by pairwise disjoint lists, any 

bijection built by composition must give the same result as any other. She gave a 

fast algorithm called algorithm B, for this case. 

4 



CHAPTER2 

THE GARSIA-MILNE-REMMEL ALGORITHM 

We now give the first of our algorithms to produce a bijection for 

sieve-equivalent families. We call this algorithm the Garsia-Milne-Remmel 

algorithm because it is based on the involution principle discovered by Garsia and 

Milne, and used by Remmel to give a bijection proof of a general partition theorem. 

2.1 The Involution Principle 

Let A, B be two disjoint finite sets, each of which has been partitioned into 

subsets A+, A-, B+, B- of positive and negative elements, respectively. Assume 

we have a sign-preserving bijection f from A onto B, that is f(A +) = B+, 

f(A l = B-. Furthermore, there are a pair of sign-reversing bijections a from A 

onto A and {J from B onto B, with only positive fixed elements, by which we mean 

F a~A +, F {J~B+,and Fa' F {J contains all the fixed elements of bijection a, {J. Thus 

a: A-+ A is a bijection such that for all aEA, either aEA- and a(a)EA + or aEA + 

and a(a)EA- or aEA + and a(a)=a. Similarly for {J. 

Since from the bijection f we have I A -I = I B-1 and I A+ I = I B+ I, and the 

bijections a and {J give us I A+ I - IF al = I A -I and I B+ I - IF {31 = I B-1, we then 

derive the equality 

Since IF al = IF {31, there are bijections between Fa and F {J' We will see that we 
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can construct a bijection from composition of a, /3, f and 1 1
. 

Let a* = foa, and {1* = 1 1o{3 so that a* is a one-t<n:>ne onto mapping from A 

to B and {1* is a one-t<n:>ne onto mapping between B and A. Let us apply a* and 

{1* sequentially to a1 EF a to get b1 = a*(a1), a2 = .B*(b1), b2 = a*(a2), a3= /3*(b2), 

... , then we shall have bkEF /3 eventually and then could define a bijection h from Fa 

to F /3' by h(a1) = ({3*oa*)k(a1) where k depends on a1 and is in each case as small 

as possible subject to the image being in F 
13

. We can better understand h using 

graph theory. 

2.2 Graph Theory Explanation Of The Involution Principle 

The goal is to construct a bijection h : Fa-+ F 13, when given the bijections 

f: A-+ B and a: A-+ A, /3: B-+ B. We would like to use Graph Theory to illustrate 

the scheme. 

Recall that f : A -+ B is a sign-preserving bijection while a : A -+ A and 

/3: B-+ B are sign-reversing bijections with fixed point subsets F a~A + and F rf-B+, 

which results m IA+I = IB+I, IA-1 = IB-1, IA-1 = IA+-Fal, and 

I B-1 = I B+ -F 13 1. For easy illustration purposes, and for a reason to be mentioned 

- + - + below, we shall rename the sets A , A -Fa' B , and B -F /3' to be Aodd, Aeven, 

Bodd, and Beven, respectively. In other words, A = AoddUAevenUF a' Aodd 1 Aeven 1 

Fa are disjoint subsets of A and B = BoddUBevenUF /3' Bodd, Beven, F /3 are disjoint 

subsets of B. It is clear, from the above equalities, that IF aUAeven I = IF 13uBeven I, 

I Aodd I = I Bodd I, I Aodd I = I Aeven I, and I Bodd I = I Beven I· 

Also since we will only use part of each bijection f, a, /3 to get the desired proof, 

we would like to restrict these functions to smaller domains. So we shall define 

f: F aUAeven -+ F /3UBeven, a : Aodd-+ Aeven, /3 : Beven -+ Bodd, as well as 

1 1 : Bodd-+ Aodd (we can do this because they are all bijections). Note that the 

restricted f, 1 1, a, and /3 are still bijections.(see Fig. 1) 
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Figure 1 

A B A B 

Now let us start with setting up a graph G = (AUB,E). For each aEAodd, 

connect a and a(a)EAeven U Fa; for each aEAeven U Fa' connect a and 

f(a)EBeven U F 
13

; for every bEBeven, construct an edge from b to j3(b )EBodd; and for 

every bEBodd, construct an edge from b to 1 1(b )EAodd· Every point has in-<iegree 

0 or 1 and out-<iegree 0 or 1. Thus every connected component is a directed path or 

a directed cycle. In the above graph, all the points in Aodd, Aeven, Bodd and Beven 

can only be intermediate points of any component since they all have an in~oming 

edge and an out-going edge. On the other hand, the points in Fa (F /3) only have an 

out-going edge (an in~oming edge), respectively, which indicates they are the end 

points of a unique path in the graph G = (AUB,E). Thus each point in Fa is the 

starting point of a unique path since there are no in~oming edges and each point in 

F j3 is the ending point of a unique path since there are no out-going edges. Hence, 

for any aEF a' there is an edge to f(a), since f(a)EB even U F /3' if f(a) is in F j3 then 

define h(a) = f(a), if f(a) is not in F j3 but is in Beven then by function j3 we get 

j3(f(a)) in Bodd, continuing with function 1 1 we have 1\J3(f(a)))EAodd, then use 

map a to a(11({3(f(a))))EAeven, ... , continue the process until the image rests in F 
13
. 
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In short, h(a) = (aot1o,Bof)k(a) where k is the least integer such that 

(aot1o,Bof)k(a) is in F ,e·(see Fig. 2) 

Figure 2 

A B 

2.3 Application To Sieve-Equivalent Families Of Partitions 

In order to apply the involution principle to sieve-equivalent families of 

partitions, we have to define proper A+, A-, Fa' B+, B-, F .Band bijections a,,B and 

f. 

Let A= B = {all partitions of m}, N, fs, Ai, Bi be as defined in section 1.3. 

Then A= {A1, .. . , An} and $= {B1, ... , Bn} are sieve-equivalent, thus 

I A0 I = I B 0 1- We want a bijection f0 : A0 ~ B 0 constructed from the fs and fS 1. 

For pEA, let s .)_p) = { i I pEAi} and A= { (p,S) I pEA and s~~(p) }. 

Similarly define ~(p) and B = { (p ,S) I pEB and S~ ~(p) }. For example, if 

~(p) = {1,2,3} then there are 8 elements in A with first coordinate p, those are 

(p,¢) , (p,1), (p,2) , (p,3), (p ,12), (p,13), (p,23), (p,123). Besides above, we also 

define 

A+ = { (p,S) I IS I is even }, A= { (p,S) I IS I is odd }. 
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Then ...tuA+ = A. Similarly define s+ and B-, then B-uB+ = B. For the above 

example, we have (p,l), (p,2), (p,3), (p,l23)EA, and (p,¢), (p,12), (p,l3), 

(p,23)EA+. It should now be clear why we renamed Aas Aodd· Similarly, Aeven 

consists of all (p,S) with S~ 36(p) , IS I is even, but p not fixed by a. Thus we have 

excluded the elements of Fa which we will recognize once we define a. 

Furthermore,let ap be the largest element of 36(p) if 36(P)i¢, that is, the largest i 

with pEAi . Similarly for bp. Please note that A is different from A. 

Now we are ready to define our sign-reversing bijections a : A-+ A, {J : B -+ B by 

the following: 

a(p,S) = 

{J(p,S) = 

{ 

(p,S-{a }) 

(p, Su{ a:}) 
(p,¢) 

{ 

(p, S-{bp}) 

(p,SU{bp}) 

(p,¢) 

if a PES, 36(p)f¢ 

if a PiS, 36(p)f¢ 

if 36 (p)= ¢ 

if bpES, ~(p)1¢ 

if bpiS, ~(p)1¢ 

if~(p)=¢ 

It is clear that the fixed point set of a is Fa= { (p,¢) I pEA0 }; and the fixed 

point set of {J is F {J = { (p,¢) I pEB0 }. Since I¢ I = 0, F aEA+, F lB+. The 

definitions of a and {J gives us sign-reversing bijections. 

The very last thing we have to define is the sign-preserving bijection f. Let us 

define f: A-+ B by f(p,S) = (fs(P),S). Using these definitions of f,a, {J, we can easily 

apply the involution principle without any difficulty. By using the sequences 

( ao11o{Jof)o ... o( ao11o{Jof), we have constructed a bijection h : Fa-+ F {J" The 

bijection h maps (a,¢) to (b,¢) where aEA 0, bEB0, soh is really a bijection between 
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A0 and B0. 

Note that we could change the order of the families .A and $ (using the same 

permutation for both) and potentially get another bijection. We will see that this 

does happen in some cases. 

2.4 An Example 

We return to the Euler Partition Identity using the families from section 1.3. 

The following example applies the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm to the partition 

{ 11111111 } without even parts and produces the corresponding partition {8} 

without repeated parts. 

f 
----1 B B 

1) 11111111/ ¢> 11111111/ ¢> 11111111/{1} 1111112/{1} 

2) 1111112/ ¢> 1111112/ ¢> 1111112/ {1} 111122/{1} 

3) 111122/ ¢> 111122/ ¢> 111122/ {2} 11114/ {2} 

4) 11114/ ¢> 11114/ ¢> 11114/ {1} 1124/ { 1} 

5) 1124/{12} 111122/{12} 111122/{1} 11222/{1} 

6) 11222/ ¢> 11222/ ¢> 11222/ {2} 1124/ {2} 

7) 1124/ ¢> 1124/ ¢> 1124/{1} 224/{1} 

8) 224/{12} 11222/ {12} 11222/ {1} 2222/{1} 

9) 2222/ ¢> 2222/ ¢> 2222/{2} 224/{2} 

10) 224/¢> 224/¢> 224/{2} 44/{2} 

11) 44/¢> 44/ ¢> 44/{4} 8/{4} 

12) 8/ ¢> 8/ ¢> 

10 



2.5 Programming illustration 

2.5.1 A PAS CAL Program 

This program takes a partition with no even parts and applies the 

Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm to find the corresponding partition with no 

repeated parts. The first procedure is used to display intermediate results. Each 

time called it shows two things; The partition p which starts as the input partition 

and is gradually changed and the set S as defined in section 2.3. The procedures 

alpha and beta apply the bijections a and {3 in each case leaving p unchanged but 

adding one more property to S or removing one as appropriate. The procedure f 

applies f or 1 1 as appropriate with the current value of d. The main program 

repeatedly applies the bijections f, /3, 1 1' Q until there are no repeats in p. 

program Garsia- Milne-Remmel; 
type partition=array{1 .. 20} of integer; 
prop=set of 1 .. 10; 
direction= -1 .. 1; 
var steps, m, i,j:integer; S:prop; p:partition; repeats:boolean; 

procedure show; 
var i:integer; 
begin 

for i:=1 to 20 do for j:=l to p{i} do 
write(i:S}; write('/'); 
un-ite('{'}; for i:=1 to 10 do if (i inS} then write(' ', i:2}; 
writeln(1 '); 

end; 

procedure alpha; 
begin 

steps:=steps+1; 
m:=11; 
repeat m:=m-1 until (m=O} or (p{2*m]>=1}; 
if m=O then S:=[} 
else if (min S} then S:=S-{mj 
else S:=S+{m}; 

end; 

procedure beta; 
begin 

steps:=steps+ 1; 
m:=11; 
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end; 

repeat m:=m-1 until (m=O} or (p[m}>=2}; 
if m=O then S:=[} 
else if {min S} then S:=S-[m} 
else S:=S+[m},-

procedure f( d:direction}; 
var i,j1 m:integer; 
begin 

end; 

begin 

end. 

steps:=steps+ 1; 
if d=1 then for m:=1 to 10 do 
if (min S} then 
begin 

end; 

p[2*m}:=p{2*m}-1; 
p{m}:=p[m}+2; 

if d=-1 then for m:=1 to 10 do 
if {min S} then 
begin 

end; 

p[2*m}:=p{2*m }+ 1; 
pfm }:=p[mj-2; 

i:=1; while i<21 do 
begin 

writeehow many 1

1 i:21 

1S? 1
}; 

readln{p[i}}; 
p(i+1}:=0; 
i:=i+2; 

end; 
steps:=O; 
S:=[J,
repeat 
writeznetJ; f(l}; show; 
writeln{ 1beta 11

• beta· show· /J I I 

repeats:=false; 
for i:=l to 20 do ifp[i}>=2 then repeats:=true; 
if (repeats=true) then 
begin 

writeln(J -r); f{-1}; show; 
writetneatpha 1

); alpha; show; 
end; 
readln; 
until repeats=false; 
writeln; 
writeln{steps:5, 1steps 1

}; 

readln; 
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2.5.2 An Example Of Program Output 

output i---+ output i+l---+ output i+2---+ output i+3 

how many 1s?4 how many 8s ?2 how many Ss ?0 how many 7s ?0 
how many 9s?O how many 11s?O how many 18s?O how many 15s?O 
how many 17s?O how many 19s?O 

f beta f -1 alpha 
111188/{} 111188/{8} 11116/{8} 11117/{} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
11116/{} 11116/{1} 1126/{1} 1126/{18} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
111188/{ 18} 111188/{1} 11288/{1} 11288/{ 8} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
11238/{} 11288/{8} 1126/{ 8} 1126/{} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
1126/{} 1126/{1} 226/{1} 226/{18} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
11288/{18} 11288/ { 1} 2288/{1} 2288/{} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
2288/{} 2288/{8} 226/{8} 226/{} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
226/{} 226/{2} 46/{2} 46/{28} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
2288/{28} 2288/{2} 884/{2} 884/{} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
884/{} 884/{8} 46/{8} 46/{} 

f beta f -1 alpha 
46/{} 46/{} 42 steps 
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CHAPTER3 

THE GORDON ALGORITHM 

Let A, B, A= {A1, .. . , An}, and ..:i= {B1, ... , Bn} be as before. Also, let 

bijections fs : As-+ Bs be given for each S~N = {1, ... , n}. Then A and $are 

sieve-equivalent, and I A0 I = I B0 I· We wish to construct a bijection f0 : A0 -+ B0 

from the fs and fs - 1. In the last chapter we saw that the Garsia-Milne-Remmel 

algorithm is able to do this. However,there is the undesirable feature that this may 

be dependent on the order of the members of A and .:iJ. In [3], Gordon constructed 

a bijection in a way which is independent of the order in which the A. and B. are 
1 1 

listed. 

3.1 Case n = 1 

The goal for case n=1 is to construct a bijection f0 : A0 -+ B0 when given 

bijections f ¢ : A -+ B and f1 : A1 -+ B 1. Here we will use Graph Theory to explain 

the algorithm as we did for the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm. 

Let us put a directed edge from a to fcp{a) for a E A and one from f1 (a) to a for 

aEA1, that is, from b to f1-\b) forbEB 1, then let G = {AUB,E) be the directed 

graph. Generally speaking, since fs is a bijection so that fs - 1 exists, the map 

fs : As-+ Bs gives directed edges from A to B and fs - 1 : Bs -+As gives directed 

edges from B to A. It is obvious that G consists of disjoint directed cycles and 

paths. Let P be the set of all paths in G. Because all the points in A-A0 and B-B0 

have an in-coming edge and an out-going edge which rules out their being the end 

point of any path. On the other hand, each point in A0 has an out-going edge only 
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and each point in B0 has an in-coming edge only. So it is clear that each path has 

one end in A0 and one end in B0. Furthermore, each point in A0 and B
0 

is one end 

of a unique path. This gives a natural correspondence f0 : A0 -+ B0 by bijective 

functions L : A0 -+ P and R : B0 -+ P where 

L(a) is defined to be the path starting at a for every aeA0. 

R(b) is the path ending at b for each beB0. 

Because R is a bijection, we can define R-1 from P to B
0 

by R-1(p) = b whenever 

R(b) = p for every pEP. Thus f
0

(a) = R-1oL(a) = fo(f
1
- 1of)k(a) is a bijection 

from A0 onto B0, derived from the unique path p, where k is some nonnegative 

integer (the smallest possible for a). 

Figure 3 

A 8 

3.2 Case n = 2 

Now N = {1 ,2}. For any T~N, define AT 0 = AT- u A. and 
' i~T 1 
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BT O =BT-u B .. 
' i~T 1 

A¢,O = A0. Similarly define B1,0, B2,0 , B12 ,0 and B ¢,o· Note that A1,0, A2,0 

and A12 0 form a disjoint partition of A1 uA2. B1 0, B2 0 and B12 0 similarly form , ' , , 
a disjoint partition of B1 uB2 (see Fig. 4). 

Figure 4 

/ 
I 

A 8 

Let us concentrate on A1. There are bijections f1 : A1 -+ B1 and 

£12 : A12 -+ B12. We can rewrite these bijections as 

Using the formula developed in case n=l, we have a bijection h1 : A1 0 -+ B1 0. 
' ' 

If we now concentrate on A2 only, we obtain a similar result. That is, we have 

a bijection h2 : A2 0 -+ B2 0, because 
' ' 
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Define h12 = f12. Because A1 a' A2 a and A12 a are disjoint subsets of A1 uA2 ) ) ) 

and B1 a' B2 a and B12 a are disjoint subsets of B1 uB2, respectively, h1, h2 and 
) ) ) 

h12 can be combined into a bijection h : A1 uA2 -1 B1 uB2 in a natural way. As a 

result, we now simply have a bijection f: A -1 B and another bijection 

h: A1 uA2 -1 B1 uB2. Therefore, we have fa : Aa -1 B0 by using the result of case 

n=l once again (see Fig. 5). 

Figure 5 

A B 

3.3 Case n > 2 

Generally speaking, we can apply above technique inductively to construct the 

desired bijection. 

Assume fs: As -1 Bs, V SeN. Suppose further that for any A*, B* and 

* * sieve-€quivalent families A= {A 1*,A2*, ... ,Am*}, $ = {B 1*,B2*, .. . ,Bm*} with 

m < n, the desired bijection fa* : Aa * -1 B0 * has been constructed using given 

bijections fs * : As* -1 Bs * for all S. 
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For any nonempty subset Tf_N, define AT O =AT- u A. 
' itT I 

and 

BT,O = BT- i~T Bi. ·while AT, BT contain objects with all the properties in T 

(and perhaps others), AT 0 and BT 0 contain objects with all the properties in T 
' ' n n 

but no others. Then the sets AT 0, BT 0 form disjoint partitions of U A., U B., 
' ' i=1 I i=1 1 

respectively, where T runs through all 2n-1 nonempty subsets of N. Also 

A¢,0 = Ao. 

Now fix a nonempty subset Tf..N, and apply the inductive hypothesis with 

* A*= AT, B* = BT, N* =N-T, A = {AinAT I iEN*}, and $={BinET I 
iEN*}. Then for any Sf..N* , 

As* = As nAT = ( n A.) n ( n A.) = n A. = ASUT' 
iES I iET I iESUT I 

AT 0 = AT - u A. = A* - u As* = A0 *, and 
' itT I SeN 

BT O = BT- U B. =B*- U BS * = B0 *. 
' i¢T I Sf..N 

So define fs * : As* ..... Bs * by fs * = fsuT· Thus the inductive hypothesis implies a 

bijection hT: A0 * ..... B0 *,which is equivalent to hT: AT 0 ..... BT 0. 
' ' 

Because T runs through all the 2n-1 subsets of N, we have 2n-1 such maps. 

Since sets AT 0nAs 0 = BT 0nBs 0 = ¢if TtS, we can combine the 2n -1 hT maps, 
' ' ' ' n n 

in the obvious way, into one bijection g : U A ...... U B .. Applying the case n=1 to 
. 1 I . 1 I I= I= 

the bijections f and g, we have h¢ = f
0 

: A
0 

..... B0 given by f
0

(a) = fo(g - 1of)k (a), 

where in each case, k is as small as possible for the image to be in B
0

. 
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3.4 An Example 

This example uses the Gordon algorithm for the given partition {11111111} and 

finds the corresponding partition {8}. Notice that this is the same result as in 

chapter 2 where the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm is applied. The unlabeled 

arrows are, of course, the identity map f ¢" Note that each instance of f12 is also an 

occurrence of h12. 

11111111 
l 
11111111 

l ht-1: 11111111 !.L:1
1111112 

1111112 
l 
1111112 

l h1-1: 1111112 !.L:1
111122 

111122 
l 
111122 

l h12-1: 111122 ~ -h24 
1124 
l 
1124 

l ht-1: 1124 h.: 1224 ~ 11222 h.: 12222 
2222 
l 
2222 

l h2-1 :2222 ~1224 ~ 11222 ~11124 ~ 111122 ~\1114 
11114 
l 
11114 

l h(1: 11114 !.L: 1
1124 ~ 111122 !J...:\1222 

11222 
l 
11222 

l ht2-1 :11222 ~ -224 
224 
l 
224 

f -1 l h2 -1 : 224 -1..; 44 
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44 
1 
44 
1 h4-i: 44 ~18 
8 
1 
8 

3.5 Programming illustration 

3.5.1 A PASCAL Program 

This program takes a partition with no even parts as input and applies the 

Gordon algorithm to obtain the corresponding partition with no repeated parts. 

The first procedure displays a set S. The next procedure assigns the set T to be 

either the set of repeated parts of the partition p or the set of even parts of the 

partition. The procedure f, when called as f(S,1,p) changes p to fs(P) while 

f(S,-1,p) changes p to !g\p). The most important procedure is h. When called as 

h(S,1,depth,p) it recursively calls itself to apply hs to p (when d=-1 we get hs1 

instead). The variable depth keeps track of the depth of recursion to aid in the 

output of results, it does not affect the working of the algorithm. It applies hs by 

alternating several applications of fs and hT 1 where T may vary but always with 

T ~ S. Finally, the main program produces the bijection by simply making one call 

( at depth 0) to h¢[p]. 

Program gordon; 
type partition=array[1 .. 20 j of integer; 
prop=set of 1..1 0; 
direction= -1 .. 1; 
var steps, i:integer; p:partition; 

procedure show(S:prop); 
var i:integer; 
begin 

write('{'); 
for i:=1 to 10 do if (i inS) then write(' ',i:2); 
writeln(] '); 

end; 
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procedure props( pa:partition;d:direction;var T:prop); 
var i:integer; 
begin 

end; 

T:={}; 
if d=-1 then for i:=1 to 10 do if pa{i}> 1 then T:=T+[i); 
if d=1 then for i:=1 to 10 do if pa{2•i}>O then T:=T+{i}; 

procedure f(S:prop;d:direction;var p:partition); 
var i,j:integer; 
begin 

end; 

for i:=1 to 10 do if {i inS) then 
begin 

p[i}:=p[i}+2•d; 
pf2•iJ:=p{2•i}-d; 

end; 
write ( '!'); 
show(S); 
if d=-1 then write('-1'); writeln; 
for i:=l to 20 do for j:=1 to p{i} do write{i:9); 
readln; 
steps:=steps+ 1; 

procedure h{S:prop;d:direction;depth:integer;var p:partition); 
var i:integer; T:prop; 
begin 

end; 

begin 

end; 

for i:=1 to depth do write('*'); 
write{'h '); show(S); 
if d=-1 then write('-1 '); writeln; 
for i:=1 to depth do write('*'); 
f(S,d,p); 
props(p,-d, T); 
while S<>T do 
begin 

h{T,-d,depth+1,p); 
for i:=1 to depth do write('*'); 
f(S,d,p); 
props(p,-d, T); 

end; 

i:=1; while i<21 do 
begin 

write{'how many';i:2, 's?'); 
readln{p{i}); 
p{i+1}:=0; 
i:=i+2; 

end; 
steP,s:=O; 
h{(}, 1, O,P ); 
writeln{'number of steps= ',steps); 
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3.5.2 An Example of Program Output 

Input Partition 
Information 

how many 1s?4 
how many 8s ?2 

how many Ss ?0 
how many 1s ?0 
how many 9s ?0 

how many 11s?O 
how many 18s?O 

how many 15s?O 
how many 11s?O 
how many 19s?O 

22 

Output Partition 
Information 

f fl111188 

* h { 1,8} -1 
* { f 1,8} -1 1126 
f } 1126 

* h { 1} -1 
* f { 1}-1 226 

: : {h j 11111288 
* { 1) -1 2288 
f } 2288 

* h { 2,8} -1 
* { { 2,8} -1 46 
f } 46 

number of steps= 9 



CHAPTER4 

THE O'HARA ALGORITHM 

We saw in two cases of Euler ' s partition identity that the Garsia-Milne

Remmel algorithm and the Gordon algorithm give the same result. This is true in 

general for this partition identity: given a partition with no even parts , both the 

Gordon and the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithms map it to a partition with no 

repeated parts. 0' Hara showed in [5] that the two algorithms always give the same 

result . Furthermore, the order which potentially affects the Garsia-Milne-Remmel 

algorithm does not affect the result in the case discussed below. She also introduced 

a much faster algorithm called Algorithm B and proved its ability to produce the 

common bijection. We will describe the setting for her approach and sketch the 

main steps of its justification. In the final section we give an example of a more 

general setting where her approach does not apply. Her results are for a class of 

partition identities which we now discuss. 

4.1 Pairwise Disjoint Families 

Let A = B = {all partitions of m }. Consider a partition to be a multi-set of 

integers. Given two lists of multisets .l} = {a1, a2, .. , an} and ~ = {b1, b2, .. , bn} 

which a partition p of m may or may not have as a sub-multiset, let 

A. = { partitions of m containing a. } and B. = { partitions of m containing b. }. 
1 1 1 1 

In addition, assume the two families A= {A1, A2, .. , An} and -2= {B 1, B2, .. , Bn} 

are sieve-equivalent. If a.na. = 0 and b.nb. = 0 for all ijj, then we say that the 
1 J 1 J 

defining multisets of .A and $ are pairwise disjoint. This is the case in Euler's 
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partition identity where a.={i,i} and b.={2i}. 
1 1 

It is not hard to show that if .A and .:$are sieve-€quivalent families defined by 

pairwise disjoint lists, a. and b. must be partitions of some common integer. Then 
1 1 

the obvious choice for bijections is, as before, f.(p) = p-a.+b. 1 1 1 and 

fs(P) = p-Ua.+Ub. = II f .. Thus in the disjoint case the maps are compositions of f. 
S 1 S 1 iES 1 1 

and f.-1. For example, for the Euler identity with the partition p={11111111} 
1 

which is used in chapter 2 and 3, when the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm is 

applied we have 

f - f - 1 f - 1 f - 1 f - 1 f f - 1 f - 1 f - 1 f f - 1 f - 1 f - 1 f - 1 
0 - 1 1 2 1 12 1 2 1 12 1 2 2 4 , 

and while the Gordon algorithm is applied the resulting f0 is 

In either case, it turns out that we can "cancel" to get 

(f1-1)6(f12)2(f2-1)4(f4 -1) = (f1-1)6(f1)2(f2)2(f2 -1)4(£4 -1) = (f1-1)4(f2 -1)2(£4 -1). 

4.2 Consistent Compositions 

Suppose .A= {A1, A2, .. , An} and .!$= {B1, B2, .. , Bn} are defined by two lists 

of pairwise disjoint multisets {a1,a2, ... ,a } and {b1, ... ,b }. Since fs = II f. we can 
n n iES1 

restrict attention to product of f.'s and f.-1's. If a.Cp, then f.(p) = p-a.+b. is said 1 1 1- 1 1 1 

to be consistent. Also f.-1(p) = p-b.+a. is consistent if b.Cp. 1 1 1 1-

Similarly we say that the expression ~~~~o~~~=Bo ... o~~B(p), where e(i)=+1 

or e(i)=-1 and q(i)=j for some jEN, is consistent if, for each j=1, 2, ... , k, 

[ ~U~o~~~Bo ... o~g~(p) J is consistent. 
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-1 -1 ( ) Example: Is f12 f2f1 f ¢ 1123 consistent ? 

In order to answer the question we check the following: 

fcp{1123)=1123, consistent; 

f1- 1f(1123) = f1- 1(1123) = 223, consistent; 

f2f1- 1f(1123) = f2(223) = 1123, consistent; 

f12 -
1
f2f1-

1
f(1123) = f12(1123) = ? 

Since partition p = 1123 is not in A12, f12(1123) does not exist . Thus we 

-1 -1 ( ) conclude that f12 f2f1 f¢ 1123 is not consistent. 

4.3 Algorithm B 

This algorithm produces the corresponding partition with no repeated parts for 

a given partition with no even parts by identifying the repeated parts in the given 

partition and rewriting them as even parts. The algorithm then takes the 

immediate output partition as input and repeats the procedure until there are no 

repeated parts. 

Algorithm B: given p0EA0, the algorithm outputs p' EB 0. 

Input p0EA 0 

Initialize p 
0 

--+ p' 

Repeat p' -b .+a . --+ p' z z 
until p' contains no bi-multiset 

end{ Repeat} 

Print p' 

Exit 
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Example 1: 

Let m = 8 and input Po = 11111111 E A0 into Algorithm B. Then 

P1 = 111111111 

pi = 11111111-11+2 = 1111112, since p 1 contains 11. 

p 1 = 1111112-11+2 = 111122, because p 1 contains 11. 

pi = 111122-11+2 = 11222, because p 1 contains 11. 

pi = 11222-11+2 = 2222, since p 1 contains 11. 

pI = 2222-22+4 = 224, since pI contains 22. 

p1 = 224-22+4 = 44, since p 1 contains 22. 

pi = 44-44+8 = 8, since p 1 contains 44. 

pi = 8. Because p 1 EB0, we are done. 

We see that the bijection is (£11)4(£21)2(f41), as before. 

Example 2: 

Let m = 10 and input p0 = 111133 E A0 into Algorithm B. Then 

P1 = 111133 

pi = 111133-33+6 = 11116, since p 1 contains 33. 

pi = 11116-11+2 = 1126, because p 1 contains 11. 

pi = 1126-11+2 = 226, because p 1 contains 11. 

p 1 = 226-22+4 = 46, since p 1 contains 22. 

pi = 46. Since p 1 EB0, we are done. 

4.4 Equivalence Of The Algorithms 

All three algorithms give the same results for partitions {11111111} and 

{111133}. This is not a coincidence. In her paper, 0 I Hara proved the following 

theorem: 
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Suppose .A and $are sieve-€quivalent families whose defining multisets are 

pairwise disjoint. Then Algorithm B produces a bijection between the elements 

of A0 with those in B0. This is the same bijection as given by the 

Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm and by the Gordon algorithm. 

Let .A and $be sieve-€quivalent families whose defining multisets are pairwise 

disjoint. The main steps of the proof are: 

1) Iff.-1f.(p) is consistent, then f.f .- 1(p) is consistent and f.-1f.(p) = f.f.-1(p). 
J 1 1J J 1 1J 

2) Since fs = i ~ s fi, if C(po) = ~U~o~~~no ... o~~n(Po) is consistent for some 

-1 to a product of f . maps, i.e., 
J 

In other words, every occurrence of f. is 
1 

3) Given a fixed partition p. 

a. Suppose there exist a partition Po in A0 and a consistent map 

1 1 1 
C(p0) = ~(rt~(r-1t···o~( 1 )(p0) such that p=C(p0). 

Then Po is unique and the representation of 

P = ~(r)o~(r-1 t·· · o~( 1 )(p0 ) = C(p0) is unique up to the order of the q(i)'s. 

b. Suppose there exist a partition p' EB0 and a consistent map 

C(p) = ~(s)~(s-1)···~( 1 )(p) such that p'=C(p). 

Then p' is unique and u(1), u(2), ... , u(s) are uniquely determined up to order. 
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4.5 An Example Of Non-Pairwise-Disjoint Families 

Here is an example which shows that the Gordon and Garsia-Milne-Remmel 

algorithms do not always give the same result: the number of partitions of m with 

no consecutive even parts is the same as the number with no consecutive repeated 

parts. In the notation used above, let ai = {i,i,i+1,i+1} and bi = {2i,2i+2}, then 

the lists {a1, ... ,an} = { {1,1,2,2}, {2,2,3,3}, ... }and {b1, ... bn} = { {2,4}, {4,6}, ... } 

define sieve-equivalent families although neither list is pairwise disjoint. Consider 

the following partitions of m=12: 

11228 112233 22233 

2334 248 1148 

The top three are in A0 and the bottom three are in B0. We have shown the maps 

f1, f2, and £12. The algorithms we studied can be applied. Let's look at the result of 

applying each to 112233. The Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm gives 

(fo{3of2 -loaof) resulting in 1146. If we change largest to smallest in the definition 

of Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm, the mapping sequence is the same except that 

f2- 1 is replaced by f1- 1, so the result is 2433. Finally, Gordon's algorithm gives 

(f<t>ofl~of¢) so the image is 246. Thus the two algorithms give two different results 

when applied to 112233 and changing the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm gives a 

third result. In fact, Gordon's maps each partition in the top row down to the one 

below it, and Garsia-Milne-Remmel's maps each to the one below it and to the 

RIGHT. With largest changed to smallest the Garsia-Milne-Remmel algorithm 

maps down and to the LEFT. 
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